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memory-access latency by low-overhead context switching among
a large number of threads. The speedup of algorithms carried
out on these machines depends on how well the latency is hidden.
If the number of threads were infinite, then theoretically these
machines should provide the performance predicted by the PRAM
analysis of the programs. However, the number of allowable
threads per processor is not infinite. In this paper, we introduce
the Threaded Many-core Memory (TMM) model which is meant
to capture the important characteristics of these highly-threaded,
many-core machines. Since we model some important machine
parameters of these machines, we expect analysis under this
model to give more fine-grained performance prediction than
the PRAM analysis. We analyze 4 algorithms for the classic all-
pairs shortest paths problem under this model. We find that
even when two algorithms have the same PRAM performance,
our model predicts different performance for some settings of
machine parameters. For example, for dense graphs, the Floyd-
Warshall algorithm and Johnson’s algorithms have the same
performance in the PRAM model. However, our model predicts
different performance for large enough memory-access latency
and validates the intuition that the Floyd-Warshall algorithm
performs better on these machines.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Highly-threaded, many-core devices such as GPUs have

gained popularity in the last decade; both NVIDIA and

AMD manufacture general purpose GPUs that fall in this

category. The distinctive features of these devices include (1)

a large number of hardware threads with low-overhead con-

text switching between them, (2) explicitly managed memory

hierarchies, and (3) high-latency-high-bandwidth data transfer

between fast and slow memories. Researchers have designed

algorithms to solve many interesting problems for these de-

vices, such as GPU sorting or hashing [5], [24], [36], [40],

linear algebra [14], [45], [47], dynamic programming [33],

[34], graph algorithms [25], [29], [37], [38], and many other

classic algorithms [13], [48]. These projects generally report

impressive gains in performance. These devices appear to be

here to stay. We are interested in analyzing and characterizing

performance of algorithms on these highly threaded many-

core machines in a more abstract, algorithmic, and systematic

manner. While there is a lot of folk wisdom on how to design

good algorithms for GPUs in addition to a significant body

of work on performance analysis [9], [26], [30], [32], [35],

there are no systematic theoretical models to analyze the

performance of programs on these machines.

Theoretical analysis relies upon models that represent under-

lying assumptions; if a model does not capture the important

aspects of target machines and programs, then the analysis is

not predictive of real performance. Over the years, computer

scientists have designed various models to capture important

aspects of the machines that we use. The most fundamental

model that is used to analyze sequential algorithms is the

Random Access Machine (RAM) [4] model, which we teach

undergraduates in their first algorithms class. This model

assumes that all operations, including memory accesses, take

unit time. While this model is a good predictor of performance

on computationally intensive programs, it does not properly

capture the important characteristics of the memory hierarchy

of modern machines. Aggarwal and Vitter proposed the Disk

Access Machine (DAM) model [3] which counts the number of

memory transfers from slow to fast memory instead of simply

counting the number of memory accesses by the program.

Therefore, it better captures the fact that modern machines

have memory hierarchies and exploiting spacial and temporal

locality on these machines can lead to better performance.

Other models that consider the memory access costs of sequen-

tial algorithms include the cache-oblivious model [23], [39],

Hierarchical Memory Model (HMM) [1], Memory Hierarchy

(MH) model [7], Block Transfer model (BT) [2], and Uniform

Memory Hierarchy (UMH) model [6], [43].

For parallel computing, the analogue for RAM model is

the Parallel Random Access Machine (PRAM) model [22]

and there is a large body of work describing and analyzing

algorithms in the PRAM model [28], [42]. In the PRAM model,

the algorithm’s complexity is analyzed in terms of its work
— the time taken by the algorithm on 1 processor, and span
(also called depth and critical-path length) — the time taken

by the algorithm on an infinite number of processors. Given

a machine with P processors, a PRAM algorithm with work

W and span S completes in max(W/P, S) time. The PRAM
model also ignores the vagaries of the memory hierarchy,

however, and assumes that each memory access by the al-

gorithm takes unit time. For modern machines, however, this

assumption seldom holds. Therefore, researcher have designed

various models for distributed memory machines [19], [41],

[44], shared memory machines and multicores [8], [11], [12],

[15], [18] or the combination of the two [16], [17].

All of these models capture particular capabilities and

properties of the respective target machines, namely shared

memory machines or distributed memory machines. While

superficially, highly-threaded many-core machines such as

GPUs are shared memory machines, their characteristics are

very different from the traditional multicore or multiprocessor

shared memory machines. The high-level characteristics that

we will focus on are: (1) These many-core machines have a



large number of threads and a super fast context switching

mechanism. Therefore, if a thread stalls on a memory oper-

ation, some other thread may be scheduled in its place. (2)

Explicitly managed memory hierarchy (instead of hardware

managed caches) which allows programs to place data at a

particular level. (3) Automatic coalescing of memory accesses,

where if multiple threads access data from a slower memory

in a predictable pattern, this data can be fetched with just one

memory access instead of many. These aspects of the GPU-

style many-core machines make their algorithm design param-

eters very different from those used in multicore algorithm

design. In the multicore models in the literature, researchers

count the number of memory transfers from slow memory to

fast memory, and algorithms are designed to minimize these,

since memory transfers take a significant amount of time.

Since, nominally, only one thread is running on one processor,

this thread blocks on the memory transfer. Since many-cores

are explicitly designed to hide memory latency via thread

switching, in principle, the number of memory transfers does

not matter as long as there are enough threads to hide their

latency. Therefore, if there are enough threads, we should, in

principle, be able to use PRAM algorithms on GPUs.

In this work, we investigate this intuition. In particular, we

propose the Threaded Many-core Memory (TMM) model that

captures the performance characteristics of these many-core

machines. This model explicitly models the large number of

threads per processor and the memory latency to slow memory.

Note that while we motivate this model for GPU-like many-

core machines with SIMD computations, in principle, it can

be used in any system which has fast context switching and

enough threads to hide memory latency. So it would also apply

to multicore machines which implement fast context-switches.

If the latency of transfer from slow memory to fast memory

is small, or if the number of threads per processor is infinite,

then this model generally provides the same analysis results as

the PRAM analysis. It, however, provides more intuition. (1)

Ideally, we want to get the PRAM performance for algorithm

using the fewest number of threads possible, since threads do

have overhead. This model can help us pick such algorithms.

(2) It also captures the reality of when memory latency is large

and the number of threads is large but finite. In particular, it

can distinguish between algorithms that have the same PRAM
analysis, but one may be better at hiding latency than another

with a bounded number of threads.

This model is a high-level model meant to be generally

applicable to a large number of machines which allow a large

number of threads with fast context switching. Therefore, it

abstracts away implementation details of either the machine or

the algorithm, since it is meant to be general and applicable

to many machines which are in the similar paradigm. We

also assume that the hardware provides 0-cost and perfect

scheduling between threads. In addition, it also models the

machine as having only 2 levels of memory. In particular, we

model a slow global memory and fast local memory shared

in one multiprocessor. In practice, these machines may have

many levels of memory. However, we are interested in the

interplay between the farthest level, since the latencies are the

largest at that level, and therefore have the biggest impact on

the performance. We expect that the model can be extended

to also model other levels of the memory hierarchy.

We analyze 4 classic algorithms for the problem of comput-

ing All Pairs Shortest Paths (APSP) on a weighted graph in

this model. We compare the analysis from this model with the

PRAM analysis of these 4 algorithms to gain intuition about

the usefulness of both our model and the PRAM model for

analyzing performance of algorithms on GPU-style, many-core

machines. Our results validate the intuition that this model

can provide more information than the PRAM model for large

latency, finite thread case. In particular, we compare these

algorithms and find specific relationships between hardware

parameters (latency, fast memory size, limits on number of

threads) under which some algorithms are better than others

even if they have the same PRAM cost.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes

the TMM model. Section III provides the 4 shortest paths

algorithms and their analysis in both the PRAM and the TMM
model. Section IV provides the lessons learned from this

model; in particular, we see that algorithms that have the same

PRAM performance have different performance in the TMM
model since they are better at hiding memory latency with

fewer threads. Finally, Section VI provides the conclusions.

II. MODELING

The TMM model is meant to model the important character-

istics of GPU-style, many-core architectures while abstracting

away the details. In this section, we will describe the important

characteristics of these many-core architectures and our model

for analyzing algorithms for these architectures.

A. Many-core Architectures

Many-core architectures typically consist of a number of

multiprocessors, each containing a number of processors (or

cores),1 a fixed number of registers, and a fixed size of local

on-chip shared fast memory. A large global memory is shared

by all the multiprocessors. Registers are the fastest to access,

the shared local on-chip memory is slower than registers but

faster than the global memory. Accessing the global memory

may potentially take 100s of cycles.

These architectures support a large number of hardware

threads, much larger than the number of cores. Cores on a

single multiprocessor execute in SIMD style where groups of

threads execute in lock-step. When a thread group executing

on a multiprocessor stalls on a slow memory access, in theory,

a context switch occurs and another thread group is scheduled

on that multiprocessor. When servicing this memory stall, the

memory subsystem will coalesce memory accesses that are

within certain address range bounds (i.e., they are sufficiently

close together). The architecture is abstracted in Figure 1.

Note that this architecture abstraction ignores a number of

details about the physical machine, including warps, half-

warps, blocks, and block scheduling.

1A multiprocessor can also have a single core.



Fig. 1. Abstracted many-core architecture.

B. TMM Model Parameters

The TMM model captures the important characteristics of

a many-core architecture by using six parameters shown in

Table I. L is the latency for accessing the slow memory

(in our case, the global memory which is shared by all the

multiprocessors). P is the total number of processors (or

cores) in the machine. C is the maximum number of memory

accesses that can be coalesced while accessing global memory.

The parameter Z represents the size of local fast memory per

multiprocessor and Q represents the total number of cores

per multiprocessor. Note that we do not have a parameter for

the number of multiprocessors, that quantity is simply P/Q.

Finally X is the hardware limit on the number of threads

an algorithm is allowed to generate per core. This limit is

enforced due to many different constraints, such as constraints

on the number of registers each thread uses and an explicit

constraint on the number of threads. We unify these constraints

into one parameter.

TABLE I
ARCHITECTURE PARAMETERS.

Parameter Description

L Time for a global memory access
P Number of processors (cores)
C Coalesced granularity (SIMD width)
Z Size of fast local memory per multiprocessor
Q Number of cores per multiprocessor
X Hardware limit on number of threads per core

In addition to the architecture parameters, we must also

consider parameters which are decided by the algorithm. We

assume that the programmer has written a proper SIMD style

program and taken care to balance the workload across the

multiprocessors. The parameters decided by the program are

shown in Table II. T1 represents the work of the algorithm,

that is, the total number of operations that the program must

perform. T∞ represents the span of the algorithm, that is,

the total number of operations on the critical path. These are

similar to the analogous PRAM parameters of work and time

(or depth or critical-path length).

Next we come to program parameters that are specific to

TABLE II
PROGRAM PARAMETERS

Parameter Description

T1 The work or total number of operations
T∞ The span or the number of operations on the critical path
M Number of global memory operations
T Number of threads per core
S Amount of local memory used per thread

the many-core programs. M represents the total number of

global memory operations performed by the algorithm. Note

that this is the total number of operations, not total number

of accesses. If multiple accesses can be coalesced, then they

will only count as 1 operation when accounting for M . T
is the total number of threads created by the program per

core. We assume that the work is perfectly distributed among

cores. Therefore, the total number of threads in the system is

T P . On many-core architectures, thread switching is used to

hide memory latency. Therefore, it is beneficial to create as

many threads as possible. However, the maximum number of

threads is limited by both the hardware and the program. The

software limitation has to do with parallelism, the total number

of threads T ≤ T1/(T∞ · P ). The hardware limits T ≤ X .

Finally, we have a parameter S, which is local memory used

per thread. S and T are related parameters, since there is

a limited amount of local memory in the system. The total

number of threads per core is at most T ≤ Z/(SQ).

C. TMM Analysis structure

In order to analyze a program performance in TMM model,

we must first calculate the program parameters for the partic-

ular program. Once we have calculated these values, we can

then try to understand the performance of the algorithm. We

first calculate the effective work of the algorithm TE . Effective

work should consider both work due to computation and work

due to memory accesses. Total work due to memory accesses

is M · L, but since this work is hidden by using threads, the

real effective work due to memory accesses is (M · L)/T
Therefore, we have

TE = max(T1,
M · L
T ) (1)

Note that this expression assumes perfect scheduling (the

threads are context swapped with no overhead, as soon as

they are stalled) and perfect load balance between threads.

The time to execute on P cores is represented by TP and

is defined as:

TP = TE/P = max(T1/P, T∞,
M · L
T · P ) (2)

Therefore, speedup on P cores, SP , is

SP = T1/TP = min(P, T1/T∞,
P · T1 · T
M · L ) (3)

For linear speedup, SP should be P . More precisely, for

PRAM algorithms, SP = min(P, T1/T∞). Therefore, if the

first two terms in the min of equation (3) dominate, then a



many-core algorithm is the same as the corresponding PRAM
algorithm. On the other hand, if the last term dominates,

then the many-core algorithm’s performance depends on other

factors. If T could be unbounded, then the last term will

never dominate. However, as we explained earlier, T is not

an unlimited resource and has both hardware and algorithmic

upper bounds. Therefore, based on the machine parameters,

algorithms that have the same PRAM performance can have

different real performance on many-core machines. Therefore,

this model can help us pick algorithms that provide perfor-

mance as close as possible to PRAM algorithms.

III. ANALYSIS OF ALL PAIRS SHORTEST PATHS

ALGORITHMS USING TMM MODEL

In this section, we demonstrate the usefulness of our model

by using it to analyze 4 different algorithms for calculating

all pairs shortest paths in graphs. All pairs shortest paths is

a classic problem for which there are many algorithms. We

are given a graph G = (V,E) with n vertices and m edges.

Each edge e has a weight w(e). We must calculate the shortest

weighted path from every vertex to every other vertex. In this

section, we are interested in asymptotic insights, therefore, we

assume that the graphs are large graphs. In particular n > Z.

A. Floyd-Warshall Algorithm: Dynamic Programming via Ma-
trix Multiplication

Our first algorithm is the Floyd-Warshall algorithm [46],

[21], which is a dynamic programming algorithm that uses

repeated matrix multiplication to calculate all pairs shortest

paths. The graph is represented as an adjacency matrix A
where Aij represents the weight of edge (i, j).

Al is a transitive matrix where Al
ij represents the shortest

path from vertex i to vertex j using at most l intermediate

edges. A1 is the same as the adjacency matrix A and we want

to calculate An−1 to calculate all pairs shortest paths.

A2 can be calculated from A1 as follows:

A2
ij = min

0≤k<n
(A1

ij , A
1
ik +A1

kj). (4)

Note that the structure of this equation is the same as the

structure of a matrix multiplication operation where the sum is

replaced by a min operation and the multiplication is replaced

by an addition operation. Therefore, we can use repeated ma-

trix multiplication which calculates An using O(lg n) matrix

multiplications.

PRAM Algorithm and Analysis: Parallelizing this algorithm

for the PRAM model simply involves parallelizing the matrix

multiplication algorithm such that each element in the ma-

trix is calculated in parallel. The total work of lg n matrix

multiplications using a PRAM algorithm is T1 = O(n3 lg n).2

The span of a single matrix multiplication algorithm is O(n).
Therefore, the total span of the algorithm is T∞ = O(n lg n).

2This can be done faster using Strassen’s algorithm. Using Strassen’s
algorithm will impact the PRAM and the TMM algorithms equally. Therefore,
we demonstrate our point using the simpler algorithm.

The time and speedup using P processors is

TP = O

(
max(

n3 lg n

P
, n lg n)

)
(5)

SP = O
(
min(P, n2)

)
(6)

Therefore, the PRAM algorithm gets linear speedup as long as

P ≤ n2.

TMM Algorithm and Analysis: TMM algorithms are tailored

to many-core architectures generally by using fast on-chip

memory to avoid accesses to slow off-chip global memory,

coalescing to diminish the time required to access slow mem-

ory, and threading to hide the latency of accesses to slow

memory. Due to its large size, the matrix is stored in off-chip

global memory. Following traditional block-decomposition

techniques, sub-blocks of the result matrix (whose size is

denoted by B) are assigned to multiprocessors for compu-

tation. The threads in a multiprocessor read in the required

input sub-blocks, perform the computation of equation (4) for

their assigned sub-block, and write the sub-block out to global

memory. This happens lg n times by repeated squaring.

The work and the span of this algorithm remain unchanged

from the PRAM algorithm. However, we must also calculate

M , the number of memory accesses. Let us first consider a

single matrix multiplication operation. There are a total of

n2 elements and each element is read for the calculation

of O(n/B) other blocks. However, due to the regularity in

memory accesses, each block can be read fully coalesced.

Therefore, the number of memory accesses for one matrix

multiply is O((n2/C)·(n/B)) = O(n3/(BC)). Also note that

since we must fit a B×B block in a local memory of size Z on

one multiprocessor, we get B = Θ(
√
Z). Therefore, for lg n

matrix multiplication operations, M = O(n3 lg n/(
√
Z · C)).

Now we are ready to calculate the time on P processors.

TP = O

(
max(

T1

P
, T∞,

M · L
T · P )

)
(7)

= O

(
max(

n3 lg n

P
, n lg n,

n3 lg n · L√
Z · C · T · P

)

)
(8)

Therefore, the speedup on P processors is

SP = T1/TP (9)

= O

(
min(P, n2,

√
Z · C · T

L
· P )

)
(10)

We can now compare the PRAM and TMM analysis and

note that the speedup is P as long as
√
ZCT /L ≥ 1. We

also know that T ≤ min(X,Z/(SQ)), and S = O(1), since

each thread only needs constant memory. Therefore, we can

conclude that the algorithm achieves linear speedup as long

as L ≤ min(
√
ZCX,Z3/2C/Q).

B. Johnson’s Algorithm: Dijkstra’s Algorithm using Binary
Heaps

Johnson’s algorithm [27] is an all-pairs shortest paths al-

gorithm that uses Dijkstra’s single source algorithm as the



subroutine and calls it n times from each source vertex.

Dijkstra’s algorithm is a greedy algorithm for calculating

single source shortest paths. The pseudo-code for Dijkstra’s

algorithm is given in Algorithm 1 [20]. The single source

algorithm consists of n insert operations, m decrease-key

operations and n delete-min operations. The standard way

of implementing Dijkstra’s algorithm is to use a binary or a

Fibonacci heap to store the array elements. We now consider

a binary heap implementation so that each operation (insert,

decrease-key, and delete-min) takes O(lg n) time. Note that

Dijkstra’s algorithm does not work when there are negative

weight edges in the graph.

Algorithm 1 Dijkstra

1: Input: Graph G = (V,E), |V | = n, |E| = m
2: Input: W is weight of edges, |W | = m
3: Input: S is source vertex

4: Output: dist[n]
{Initialize distance array}

5: for all u ∈ V do
6: dist[u] = ∞
7: end for
8: dist[S] = 0
9: for all u ∈ V do

10: Q ← dist[u]
11: end for

{Propagate the distance update to all vertices}
12: while Q not empty do
13: u = deletemin(Q)

14: for each edge (u, v) ∈ E do
15: if dist[v] > dist[u] +W [u, v] then
16: dist[v] = dist[u] +W [u, v]
17: decreasekey(Q, v)

18: end if
19: end for
20: end while

PRAM Algorithm and Analysis: A simple parallel imple-

mentation of Johnson’s algorithm using Dijkstra’s algorithm

consists of doing each single-source shortest path calculation

in parallel. The total work of a single-source computation is

O(m lg n+ n lg n). For simplicity, we assume that the graph

is connected, giving us O(m lg n). Therefore, the total work

for all-pairs shortest paths is T1 = O(mn lg n). The span is

T∞ = O(m lg n) since each single source computation exe-

cutes sequentially. The time and speedup using P processors

is

TP = O

(
max(

mn lg n

P
,m lg n)

)
(11)

SP = O (min(P, n)) (12)

Therefore, the PRAM algorithm gets linear speedup as long

as P ≤ n.

TMM Algorithm and Analysis: The TMM algorithm is very

similar to the PRAM algorithm where each thread computes a

single source shortest path. Therefore, each thread requires a

min-heap of size n. Since n may be arbitrarily large compared

to Z/QT (the share of local memory for each thread), these

heaps cannot fit in local memory and must be allocated to

slow global memory.

The work and span are the same as the PRAM algorithm.

We must now compute M . Note that each time the thread

does a heap operation, it must access global memory, since the

heaps are stored in global memory. In addition, binary heap

accesses are not predictable and regular, so the heap accesses

from different threads cannot be coalesced. Therefore, the total

number of memory accesses is M = O(mn lg n).3

Now we are ready to calculate the time on P processors.

TP = max(
T1

P
, T∞,

M · L
T · P ) (13)

= O

(
max(

mn lg n

P
,m lg n,

mn lg n · L
T · P )

)
(14)

Therefore, the speedup on P processors is

SP = O

(
min(P, n,

T
L

· P )

)
(15)

Note that this algorithm gets linear speedup only if T /L ≥
1. Therefore, the number of threads this algorithm needs

to get linear speedup is very large. We know that T ≤
min(X,Z/(SQ)), and S = O(1) for this algorithm. This

allows us to conclude that this algorithm achieves linear

speedup only if L ≤ min(X,Z/Q), since each thread needs

only constant memory. These conditions are much stricter than

those imposed by the previous algorithm.

C. Johnson’s Algorithm: Dijkstra’s Algorithm using an Array

This algorithm is similar to the previous algorithm in that

it still uses n single-source Dijkstra’s algorithm calculations.

However, instead of binary heaps, we use arrays to do delete-

min and decrease-key operations.

PRAM Algorithm and Analysis: The PRAM algorithm is

very similar to the algorithm that uses binary heaps. Each

single source shortest path is computed in parallel. However,

in this algorithm, we simply store the current estimates of the

shortest path of vertices in an array instead of a binary heap.

Therefore, there are n arrays of size n, one for each single

source shortest path calculation. Each decrease-key now takes

O(1) time, since one can simply reduce the key using random

access. Each delete-min, however, takes O(n) work, since one

must look at the entire array to find the minimum element.

Therefore, the work of the algorithm is T1 = O(n3 + mn)
and the span is O(n2 + m). We can improve the span by

doing delete-min in parallel, since one can find the smallest

element in an array in parallel using O(n) work and O(lg n)
time using a parallel prefix computation. This brings the total

span to T∞ = O(n lg n+m) while the work remains the same.

3There are other accesses that are not heap accesses, but those are
asymptotically fewer and can be ignored.



The time and speedup using P processors is

TP = O

(
max(

n3

P
, n lg n+m)

)
(16)

= O

(
max(

n3

P
, n lg n,m)

)
(17)

SP = O

(
min(P,

n2

lg n
,
n3

m
)

)
(18)

TMM Algorithm and Analysis: The TMM algorithm is sim-

ilar to the PRAM algorithm, except that each multiprocessor

is responsible for a single-source shortest path calculation.

Therefore, all the threads on a single multiprocessor (QT in

number) cooperate to calculate a single shortest path compu-

tation. Since we assume that n > Z, the entire array does

not fit in local memory and must be read with each delete-

min operation. Therefore, the span of the delete-min operation

changes. For each delete-min operation, elements are read into

local memory in size-Z chunks. For each chunk, the minimum

is computed in parallel in O(lgZ) time. Therefore, the span

of each delete-min operation is O((n/Z) lgZ). Therefore, the

total span is T∞ = O(n2 lgZ/Z). The work is the same as

the PRAM work.

We must now compute the number of memory operations,

M . There are n2 delete-min operations in total, and each reads

the array of size n coalesced. In addition, there are a total

of mn decrease key operations, but these reads cannot be

coalesced. Therefore, M = O(n3/C +mn).

TP = max(
T1

P
, T∞,

M · L
T · P ) (19)

= O

(
max(

n3

P
,
n2 lgZ

Z
,
(n

3

C +mn) · L
T · P )

)
(20)

= O

(
max(

n3

P
,
n2 lgZ

Z
,

n3 · L
C · T · P ,

mn · L
T · P )

)
(21)

Speedup is

SP = O

(
min(P,

nZ

lgZ
,
C · T
L

· P ,
n2 · T
m · L · P )

)
(22)

Again, in this algorithm, T ≤ min(X,Z/(SQ)), and

S = O(1) since each thread needs only constant mem-

ory. Therefore, the PRAM performance dominates if L ≤
min(CX,CZ/Q, n2X/m,n2Z/(mQ)).

D. n iterations of Bellman-Ford Algorithm

This is another all-pairs shortest paths algorithm that uses

a single-source Bellman-Ford algorithm as a subroutine. The

algorithm is given in Algorithm 2 [31], [10].

PRAM Algorithm and Analysis: Again, one can do each

single source computation in parallel. Each single source

computation takes O(mn) work, making the total work of all

pairs shortest paths O(mn2) and the total span O(mn). One

can improve the span by relaxing all edges in one iteration in

parallel making the span O(n).

Algorithm 2 Bellman-Ford

1: Input: Graph G = (V,E), |V | = n, |E| = m
2: Input: W is weight of edges, |W | = m
3: Input: S is source vertex

4: Output: dist[n]
{Initialize distance array}

5: for all u in V do
6: dist[u] = ∞
7: end for
8: dist[S] = 0

{Update the distance for all vertices n− 1 times}
9: for i ∈ (n− 1) do

10: for each edge e(u, v) ∈ E do
11: if dist[v] > dist[u] +W [u, v] then
12: dist[v] = dist[u] +W [u, v]
13: end if
14: end for
15: end for

TP = O

(
max(

mn2

P
, n)

)
. (23)

SP = O (min(P,mn)) . (24)

TMM Algorithm and Analysis: The TMM algorithm for

this problem is more complicated and requires more data

structure support. Each multiprocessor is responsible for one

single-source shortest path calculation. For each single source

calculation, we maintain three arrays, A, B and W , of size

m, and one array D of size n. D contains the current guess

of the shortest path to vertex i. B contains ending vertices of

edges, sorted by vertex ID. Therefore B may contain multiple

instances of the same vertex if that vertex has multiple incident

edges. A[i] contains the starting vertex of the edge that ends

at B[i] and W [i] contains the weight of that edge. Therefore,

both D and B are sorted.

Each thread is responsible for one index in the array and

relaxes that edge in each iteration. All threads relax edges in

parallel in order of B. The total work and span are the same

as the PRAM algorithm. We can now calculate the time and

speedup assuming threads can read all the arrays coalesced,

M = O(mn2/C + n3/C) = O(mn2/C) for connected

graphs.

TP = max(
T1

P
, T∞,

M · L
T · P ) (25)

= O

(
max(

mn2

P
, n,

mn2 · L
C · T · P )

)
(26)

Therefore, the speedup on P processors is

SP = O

(
min(P,mn,

C · T
L

· P )

)
(27)

In this case, we get linear speedup if CT /L ≥ 1. Subject to

the limits on threads of T ≤ min(X,Z/(SQ)) and S = O(1)



for constant local memory usage per thread, this requires L ≤
min(CX,CZ/Q).

IV. COMPARISON OF THE VARIOUS ALGORITHMS

As our analysis of shortest paths algorithms indicates,

the TMM model allows us to take the unique properties of

many-core architectures into consideration while analyzing the

algorithms. Therefore, the model provides more nuance to

GPU algorithms than the PRAM model. In this section, we

will compare the running times of the various algorithms and

see what interesting things this analysis tells us.

Table III indicates the running times of the various algo-

rithms in both the PRAM model and the TMM model, as well

as the conditions under which TMM results are the same as the

PRAM results. We have ignored the span term, since the span

is small relative to work in all of these algorithms. As we can

see, if L is small, then many-core machines provide PRAM
performance. However, the cut-off value for L is different

for different algorithms. Therefore, the TMM model can be

informative for comparison purposes between algorithms.

A. Influence of Machine Parameters

As the table shows, the limits on machine parameters

to get linear speedup are different for different algorithms.

Therefore, even when two algorithms have the same PRAM
performance, their performance on many-core machines may

vary significantly. Let us consider a few examples:

1) Floyd-Warshall vs. Johnson’s Algorithm with Binary
Heaps when m = O(n2): If m = O(n2) (i.e., the graph

is dense), the PRAM performance for both algorithms is the

same. However when Z/Q < L < Z3/2C/Q, Johnson’s

algorithm has a significantly worse running time. Take the

example of L = O(Z3/2C/Q). The Johnson running time

is O(n3 lg n
√
ZC/P ) while the running time of the dynamic

programming algorithm is simply O(n3 lg n/P ).
2) Johnson’s Algorithm with Binary Heap vs. Johnson’s

Algorithm using an Array when m = O(n2/ lg n): If

m = O(n2/ lg n) (i.e., a somewhat sparse graph), these

two algorithms have the same PRAM performance, but if

Z/Q < L ≤ ZC/Q, then the array implementation is better.

For L = ZC/Q, the binary heap implementation has a running

time of O(n3C/P ), while the array implementation has a

running time of simply O(n3/P ).

B. Influence of Graph Size

The previous section shows the asymptotic power of the

model; the results there hold for large sizes of graphs asymp-

totically. However, the TMM model can also help decide on

what algorithm to use based on size of the graph. In particular

for certain sizes of graphs, some algorithms are better than

others even if they are asymptotically worse.

Consider the example of Floyd-Warshall vs. Johnson’s

Algorithm using Arrays. In the PRAM model, the Floyd-

Warshall algorithm is unquestionably worse than Johnson’s

algorithm. However, if L is large, say O(Z3/2C/Q), then

Johnson’s algorithm has a running time of O(n3
√
Z/P ),

while the dynamic programming algorithm has a running

time of O(n3 lg n/P ). As long as lg n <
√
Z, the dynamic

programming algorithm is better. We get a similar result when

comparing dynamic programming with Bellman-Ford when

m = O(n). In spite of being worse in the PRAM world, the

dynamic programming algorithm is better when lg n <
√
Z.

Our model therefore allows us to do two things. First, for a

particular machine, given two algorithms which are asymptot-

ically similar, we can pick the more appropriate algorithm for

that particular machine given its machine parameters. Second,

if we also consider the problem size, then we can do more. For

small problem sizes, the asymptotically worse algorithm may

in fact be better because it interacts better with the machine.

We will draw more insights of this type in the next section.

V. EFFECT OF PROBLEM SIZE

In Section IV, we explored the asymptotic insights that can

be drawn from the TMM model. However, the TMM model

can also inform insights based on problem size. In particular,

some algorithms can take advantage of smaller problems better

than others.

A. Vertices Fit in Local Memory

When n < Z, all the vertices fit in local memory. Note

that this doesn’t mean that the entire problem fits in local

memory, since the number of edges can still be much larger

than the number of edges. In this scenario, the number of

memory accesses by the first, second, and fourth algorithms

is not affected at all. In the dynamic programming algorithm,

we consider the array of size n2 and being able to fit a row

into local memory does not reduce the number of memory

transfers. In Johnson’s algorithm with binary heap, each thread

does its own single source shortest path. Since the local

memory Z is shared among QT threads, each thread cannot

hold its entire vertex array in local memory. In the Bellman-

Ford algorithm, the cost is dominated by the cost of reading

the edges. Therefore, the bounds do not change.

For Johnson’s algorithm which uses an array for storing

vertices, the cost is lower. Now each multiprocessor can store

the vertex array and does not need to access it from slow

memory. Therefore the bounds on the number of memory

accesses changes to M = O(n2/C + mn) = O(mn) for

connected graphs.

For these small problem sizes, the TMM model can provide

even more insight. As an example, compare the two versions of

Johnson’s algorithm, the one that uses arrays and the one that

uses heaps. When m = O(n2/ lg2 n), the algorithm that uses

heaps is better than the algorithm that uses arrays in the PRAM
model. But in the TMM model, for large L, the algorithm that

uses heaps has the running time of O(Lmn lg n/(T P )) =
O(Ln3/(T P lg n)), while the algorithm that uses arrays has

the running time of O(Ln3/(T P lg2 n)). Therefore, the algo-

rithm that uses arrays is better. Note that asymptotic analysis

is a little dubious when we are talking about small problem

sizes; therefore, this analysis should be considered skeptically.

However, the analysis is rigorous when we consider the



TABLE III
ALGORITHM RUNNING TIMES AND CONSTRAINTS.

Algorithm Time (PRAM) Time (TMM) Constraints

Floyd-Warshall n3 lgn
P

n3 lgn·L√
ZCT P

L ≤
√
ZCX L ≤ Z3/2C/Q

Johnson’s (Binary Heap) mn lgn
P

mn lgn·L
T P

L ≤ X L ≤ Z/Q

Johnson’s (Array) n3

P

n3L
CT P

, n2

m
≥ C L ≤ CX L ≤ Z/Q · C

mnL
T P

, n2

m
< C L ≤ n2X/m L ≤ n2Z/(mQ)

n iteration Bellman-Ford n2m
P

mn2L
CT P

L ≤ CX L ≤ CZ/Q

circumstance that local memory size grows with problem size

(i.e., Z is asymptotic). Moreover, this type of analysis can

still provide enough insight that it might guide implementation

decisions under the more realistic circumstance of bounded

(but potentially large) Z.

B. Edges Fit in the Combined Local Memories

When m = O(PZ/Q), the edges fit in all the memories

of the multiprocessors combined. Again, the running time of

the first, second, and third algorithms do not change, since

they cannot take advantage of this property. However, the

Bellman-Ford algorithm can take advantage of this property

and each thread across all multiprocessors can be responsible

for relaxing a single edge. Now a portion of the arrays A,

B and W fits in each multiprocessor’s local memory and

they never have to be read again. Therefore, the number of

memory operations reduces to M = O(n3/C). And the run

time under TMM model is reduced to O(n3L/(CT P )). Again,

compare the Bellman-Ford algorithm with Johnson’s algorithm

using heap. When m = O(n2/ lg n), Johnson’s algorithm that

uses heap is better than Bellman-Ford algorithm in PRAM
model. However, in TMM model, Johnson’s has run time of

O(Lmn lg n/(T P )) = O(Ln3/(T P )), while the Bellman-

Ford’s with run time of O(Ln3/(CT P )) flips to be the better

one.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a memory access model, called the

TMM model, that is well suited for modern highly-threaded,

many-core systems that employ wide SIMD processing and

fast context switches to hide memory latency. The model

analyzes the significant factors that affect performance on

many-core machines. In particular, it requires the work and

depth (like PRAM algorithms), but also requires the analysis

of the number of memory accesses. Using these three values,

we can properly order algorithms from slow to fast for many

different settings of machine parameters on GPU-like many-

core machines. We analyzed 4 shortest paths algorithms in

the TMM model and compared the analysis with the PRAM
analysis. We find that algorithms with the same PRAM per-

formance can have different TMM performance under certain

machine parameter settings. In addition, for certain problem

sizes which fit in local memory, algorithms which are faster

on PRAM may be slower under the TMM model. Therefore,

TMM is a model well-suited to compare algorithms and decide

which one to implement under particular environments. To our

knowledge, this is the first attempt to formalize the analysis of

algorithms for GPU-like, many-core computers using a formal

model and asymptotic analysis.

There are many directions of future work. One obvious

direction is to design more algorithms under the TMM model.

Ideally, this model can help us come up with new algorithms

for highly-threaded, many-core machines. In addition, our

current model only incorporates 2 levels of memory hierarchy.

While in this paper we assume that it is global memory vs.

memory local to multiprocessors, in principle, it can be any

two levels of fast and slow memory. We would like to extend

it to multi-level hierarchies which are becoming increasingly

common. One way to do this is to design a “parameter-

oblivious” model where algorithms do not know the machine

parameters. Other than Floyd-Warshall, all of the algorithms

presented in this paper are, in fact, parameter-oblivious. And

matrix multiplication in Floyd-Warshall can easily be made

parameter-oblivious. In this case, the algorithms should per-

form well under all settings of parameters, allowing us to apply

the model at any two levels and get the same results.
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